Marie José Schneider-Ballouhey

Project OPLICO: Minutes – Ibbenbüren from 14 to 18 of March 2018
Report of the second meeting of the OPLICO project
in Ibbenbüren, North Rhine-Westphalia1

Tuesday, March 13
For us, the French group from Auvillar composed of Gerhard Schneider, Marie José Ballouhey and Guy
Boissier, the trip started on Tuesday morning at 5am. Toulouse-Nantes, then Nantes-Düsseldorf. From there,
with a rental car direction Münster. Visit of the city, a city destroyed at 80% during the war, and rebuilt
identically.
The cathedral is remarkable, imposing. The city is built in circular streets and boulevards dating from the
Middle Ages, facades with high gables and very ornate. The population is young: Münster is a famous
university city.
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We arrive at Ibbenbüren around 19:30, to the great despair of Christian Schneider who had been waiting for
us since 19h. In the stress of the departure, we had not seen his invitation to dinner. But it was an extremely
warm – and culinary welcome.

Wednesday, March 14
In the early afternoon, Frederike Schneider, the wife of Christian Schneider, head of the German group picks
us up for a most extraordinary excursion. Indeed, for several years, a pioneering journalist has been working
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on a project of titanic dimension: digging lakes, up to 7m deep, to house all kinds of fish and birds and even
allow scuba diving. All surrounded by gardens with sumptuous flowers. People come here from all over
Germany, and from the Netherlands. There are pavilions wher
where
e you can eat, attractions for children and
scuba diving. In short, a fantastical universe in this rather flat and gloomy region, where we go from
astonishment to admiration.

Meanwhile, the participants from Portugal, Norway and Lithuania have arrived. We are fortunate to be
staying in the same hotel. Our reunion is happy: we all know each other from Telšiai, and some have known
each other for several years.
In the evening, a long table brings us together. Two personalities of
Ibbenbüren join us. Mr. Bernhard Tenbruck, from the district2 Steinfurt, and
Ms. Gisela Lang,, a professor and elected official to the pedagogical council
of the district Steinfurt.

Thursday March 15th
Wecome to the heart of our subject: the large meeting room of the Berufskolleg (vocational school) of which
Christian Schneider is the director. Our group consists of 4 representatives from Ibbenbüren, 3 from Telšiai,
4 from Portugal, 3 from
om Norway and 3 from France.
At each place, a green folder,, matching pencils and a cup, welcome us.
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Aldona, coordinator of the project (Telšiai, Lithuania), gives us some guidelines: agenda, remarks, etc. The
language spoken is English, although everyone also uses their mother tongue whenever possible.
It is the usual round, enriched this time by Bernhard Tenbruck, an administrative head of the district Steinfurt.
He informs us about the overall structure of the district, to which Ibbenbüren belongs.
belon
The district has
invested 29 million euros into 6 vocational schools.
This measure is unanimously carried by all political parties. Thus the district enjoys exceptional conditions for
the training of young people and young adults. In addition, the dist
district
rict can count on the help of 11,000
volunteers. The district Steinfurt has invested 60 million euros into education. Mr Tenbruck reiterates his
strong conviction that the future must be prepared now for and with young people.

At 10am, we have an encounter with an international class of Anina Borchardt. Small tables await us, with
coffee, drinks and pastries. The teacher explains that his class has 7 different nationalities, young refugees:
Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Syria, Somalia etc.
etc. Each ethnic group presents their country, in German and English.
Then we meet in small groups around the tables with the students, to talk with them and ask them questions.
My young neighbor, Isiten Kobani, is a Kurd from Syria. It is his mother who made
made for us the eastern pastries
that we tasted with him. The young man is very proud that his mother also learns German. His father stayed
in Syria.
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These young people have many German language classes (8 hours), but also religious education, politics,
mathematics, English and computer science, as well as vocational training. The young immigrants showed
us with the help of photos the internships they did in the industries, during two weeks (restaurant industry,
hospital, stonemasonry).
There are
re 14 international class teachers! Young immigrants live either in groups of about 15 or with a
member of their family. In reply to my question, my neighbor says that there is no rivalry between different
nationalities. We are in the presence of a success
successful
ful care of young immigrants. During this hour spent
together, we are struck by the naturalness with which they communicate with us, in German, and very proud
to show us the pictures of their internships. They feel comfortable. There are several classes lilike that in this
high school.
At 11am we have a very well documented intervention by Mrs Chiei from the Office for Employment. - Lunch
is served in the room itself by the school's restaurant industry students. They bring the dishes, impeccable in
their white
e shirts and very focused on everything being in the best of order. We are touched by their
seriousness and the quality of the menu. – We then leave quickly to take the train to Osnabrück.

Osnabrück
The train ride takes us in 25 minutes to Osnabrück,
Osnabrück, located about 22 km from
Ibbenbüren. During all travel and transport, we are constantly accompanied by the
kindness of Christian Schneider and his project assistant, Sylvia Bröcker, as well as
Nadine Wichmann and Annina Borchert. For example, on the train,
train, we are offered
Osnabrück's "Die Himmlische" specialty from the Leysieffer bakery. Throughout the
entire encounter, we were literally "spoiled" with attention and thoughtfulness.
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In Osnabrück we are received at the Chamber of Commerce by two staff members. (A table filled with drinks
and pastries occupies a corner of the room.) With a PowerPoint presentation Mr. Yunas Güngörd and his
colleague explain the approach of the Chamber of Industry and Commerce to integrate young people
recently arrived on the job market. At a rate of 65 students per year, the CIC organizes a dual training
system, three days in a company, two days of school. The program has 5 hours of language training. They
receive 4 times 400 euros (in Norway, these students receive 800 euros per month!). For children: 10 years
of school, plus 3 years of integration course.
An innovative project is being set up, initiated by the Land of Lower Saxony: "Integration Moderator". One
person is in charge of education to research the tastes and skills of the newcomers, and thus offer them
targeted training. This is a chance for migrants and for companies that need skilled labor. The project started
in July 2017. This programincludes: company visits, migrant consultations, group visits, school program
support, printed materials. Fun Detail: The lecturer Yunas Güngörd, of Turkish origin, is married to a
Frenchwoman from Grenoble.
We leave the CIC and get to stroll in this beautiful city. Its historical past, dating back to 1487, still remains
tangible. Houses and monuments, imposing appear unchanged. We enter the City Hall, where the Peace of
Westphalia was signed in 1648. We put our project in the guestbook. It was here that for the first time in
Europe a war was ended by talks and not by violence. Osnabrück claims to be the city of peace, unique in all
of Germany.
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We are holding a meeting of the project leaders in the famous Rampendahl brewery. This brewery, located in
the oldest citizen’s district of the city, owes its name to the "Rampendahl Society" which met there, and which
in 1430 rose against the domination of the patricians of the city. It is one of the oldest houses whose baroque
baroq
gable is one of the few preserved examples. It produces and serves its beer. One can see while enjoying the
beer the large copper kettles to make the malt.

After dinner in the "Potato House of the Dominicans" (Kartoffelhaus der Dominikaner), we return to
Ibbenbüren.

Friday March 16th
We return to our meeting room at the "Berufskolleg". – Nadine Wichman, a social worker at the high school,
with a coworker since this year, explains her work. She occupies an office located near the classrooms. She
often has to work overtime to meet the needs of the school’s 1600 students. Her work is supported by four
teacher-counselors
counselors for the students (Nadine accompanied us during these three days with a kindness and
availability that was a counterbalance to the freezing
freezing cold forced marches needed to respect the schedules
of the appointments!)
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The partners from Portugal present the questionnaire they have developed to identify the reality of migrants.
For us, this questionnaire is not applicable as such, since we do not have any refugees in Auvillar.
At 10:15 we drive to the town of Steinfurt, tto
o the administration headquarters of the district of Steinfurt, to
which Ibbenbüren belongs. (1958.77 km²)
km

The district representative welcomes us, accompanied by 6 people from various departments. His assistant,
with a PowerPoint presentation, gives all the information in figures and illustrations concerning the
contributions and achievements made by the county: social work, finances, maintenance of road
infrastructures, etc.
Then the head of the integration department speaks, also with a PowerPoint
PowerPoint presentation.
There are about 50 integration centers in North Rhine
Rhine-Westphalia.
Westphalia. These centers receive the help of several
institutions, such as schools, churches, sports clubs, and various associations. These centers were founded
in 2016, and are gaining
ing momentum in faculty and teams.
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The quality and especially the size of the area in question to integrate foreigners are impressive. Financial
resources are also available to the institutions. The district Steinfurt has interpreters in 44 languages. The
French interpreter that is assigned to us is married to a man from Toulouse!
We leave the Administrative Center to go to the city center, where the organizers have planned lunch. –Then
we wander, through the wet streets and an icy wind.
We see on the sidewalks "Stolpersteine" stumbling stones. They are brass pavers, bearing the name of
Jewish people who lived there, then fled to Holland in 1933, but finally overtaken by the Nazi administration,
arrested in Holland, deported and gassed. The names evoke a young family, whose children aged ten and
six suffered the same fate. – One understands that Germany today, after this disaster, is now a country
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where humanitarian aid is not an ignored topic.

Let us here take the opportunity to reintegrate into our experience, as expressed by Paul Ricoeur, the people
whose names are inscribed on these "stumbling stones", and who reached out to us in Steinfurt, despite the
snow which covered them in part :










Levi Israel, 1870-1942
Thékla Israel, 1873-1942
Julius Steinmann 1888-1943
Rosalie Steinmann 1899-1942 in Minsk
Karl Steinmann 1896-1942 Minsk
Henriette Steinmann 1907-1943 in Sobibor
Manfred Steinmann 1928-1943 at Sobibor
Kurt Steinmann, 1924 - Fled to Holland in 1933 murdered in Sobibor in 1943
Hannelore Steinmann 1936-1942 in Minsk escaped to Holland in 1937, hid in a convent until
1940, deported 1942, murdered in 1942 in Minsk

A few streets further, again these cobblestones:
 Hermann Michel 1877 - deported to Theresienstadt, survived Levi Israel, 1870-1942
 Franziska Michel 1877-1942
Such Stolpersteine are set in the sidewalks of almost every German and Austrian cities.
Another detour in history awaited us: the visit of a music pavilion in the woods, the remains of a large leisure
park designed by the Prince of Osnabrück on the model of Versailles. The magnificent music hall is now
restored and receives renowned artists in summer.
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Then comes the visit of an eagle's nest, Tecklenburg, a small jewel from the Middle Ages, which dominates
the plain (Teuteburger Wald) and retains its old design.

The day ends with a farewell meal taken together around a long table in a Greek restaurant. The atmosphere
is very friendly, almost fraternal! Neeta tells us about the conditions that await us in Norway.
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Saturday March 17th
The day of our departure coincides with the birthday of Christian Schneider. Aldona has prepared a
celebration (which seems to leave junior Schneider pretty unimpressed). Wishes are sung in all languages!

We leave together to visit of Münster. While we, the French team, had visited an almost empty city a few
days earlier, we find on this Saturday morning the cathedral square covered with market stalls, teeming with
families, young children, traders, alldespite a glacial cold. We spend some time with pleasure with our
partners. But "Norway" must take the train; we ourselves must make it to the car rental agency in Düsseldorf.
We part ways, with the prospect of a meeting in Norway where we will continue our research on societies in
the face of immigration.
Return via Paris then Toulouse.

Reflections
The first thought is the difference between the treatment of refugees in Germany and France. When the
speaker at the Chamber of Industry and Commerce asked: "What about France?” We had to admit that we
were still far from such organization, in the physical facts, and especially in our minds.
This undoubtedly comes from the fact that France has for half a century been confronted with the
immigration of the populations from the former colonies. Cohabitation has not always been happy. There
were ghettos, integration did not really happen, except for a few isolated cases.
Finally, unlike French secular society, German society is more irrigated by Christian, Protestant and Catholic
associations. These organizations are a cache of volunteers.
11,000 volunteers for the state of North Rhine-Westphalia alone (approx.18 Million inhabitants, Germany's
most populous state). And Germany has 16 Länder (states). Volunteers in Germany got involved at different
levels (language courses, help in administration, medical and clothing donations, etc.) in order to welcome
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the migrants that Angela Merkel had generously accepted.
However, the resistance in the various Länder (states) did not take long. We cannot generalize for all of
Germany what we have seen in North Rhine-Westphalia.
It should also be noted that after the tidal wave of the Second World War, Germany is perhaps more
sensitive to the disaster experienced by refugees. The memory of the Shoa is far from being erased. On the
other hand, they themselves have been chased (about 13 million) from the former East German countries:
Silesia, Bohemia and so on.
And yet, when we consult the publications of various movements of thought, from l’Humanité to La Vie
Catholique, to mention only these two publications, we can see that many French people are ready to carry
out the same steps as their neighbors on the other side of the Rhine to support families, young people,
workers, who are at this moment deprived of everything. The many NGOs working to alleviate the plight of
these displaced peoples is also an indication that there is a potential home base among the general
population.
An argument that often comes up is that these people are in France only because they try to join their
families in England, that they are therefore hermetically closed off, and that the French efforts would thus be
useless. One may wonder if this argument is not a way to appease one's conscience ...
In conclusion, we are pleased with the enriching experience of these four days. First ofall thanks to the
flawless preparation of the activities. We had access to the decisive economic and political structures that
informed us of their work in the field of immigrant reception.
We rubbed shoulders with very distinguished high ranking personalities of the state.
These meetings allowed us to see in real life what is happening in one of the 16 states of Germany, which
we cannot generalize (see eg Bavaria !!).
Moreover, the way in which the Berufskolleg team cooperated was pleasant and efficient for us.
We have been immersed in a set of "good practice", good societal practices and we are pleased to present
this experience to our fellow citizens of Auvillar.
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